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Crystal chemistry of Zn-rich rhodonite (“fowlerite”)
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ABSTRACT
Rhodonite (ideally MnSiO3) is a triclinic pyroxenoid that typically contains signiÞcant concentrations of Ca, Fe, and Mg. A variety called fowlerite contains concentrations of Zn up to 10 wt% and
has been found only at Franklin, New Jersey. Data from electron microprobe analyses, single-crystal
X-ray structure reÞnements, and preliminary Mössbauer spectra suggest marked differences in the
crystal chemistry of rhodonite and fowlerite. Cations in Zn-poor rhodonites and in fowlerites exhibit
distinct substitutional trends. Substitution of Zn in fowlerite occurs entirely at M4, and Ca displays a
stronger preference for M5 in fowlerite than in Zn-poor rhodonite. Further, the distinctive compositional variations in fowlerite lead to strongly mutually correlated lattice parameter variations distinct
from those in Zn-poor rhodonite. Mean M-O distances in fowlerite, with the exception of <M2-O>,
are strongly correlated with all unit-cell edges. For Zn-poor rhodonites, neither <M2-O> nor <M4O> are signiÞcantly correlated with cell edges, and the mean bond lengths for M1, M3, and M5 are
correlated strongly with only a and b.
The most striking distinctions between fowlerite and typical rhodonite occur in the geometrical
details of M4 and M5. Distortion in the M4 site of magnesian rhodonite, typical Mn-rich rhodonite,
and fowlerite increases with both increasing electron population and mean electronegativity. The
M4 site assumes increasing amounts of tetrahedral character with increasing electron density (i.e.,
increasing Zn concentration). As M4 becomes more Zn-rich, tetrahedral, and covalent in character, M5
becomes more Ca-rich, less distorted, and more ionic in character. This suggests that “pure” fowlerite
(nominally Ca0.2Zn0.2Mn0.6O3, or CaZnMn3O15) may contain an unequivocally four-coordinated M4
site occupied solely by Zn, and with Ca largely restricted to M5.

INTRODUCTION
Rhodonite is the Mn-rich member of the pyroxenoid group,
and, like all pyroxenoids, it is triclinic. Although the conven–
tional space group P1 was originally used in characterizing the
–
unit cell, the unconventional space group C1 now used makes
comparisons with pyroxenes and other pyroxenoids more intuitive (Ohashi and Finger 1975). The rhodonite structure (Fig. 1),
solved by Liebau et al. (1959) and redetermined and reÞned
by Peacor and Niizeki (1963), contains silicate chains made up
of repeating Þve tetrahedron units—the fünferketten of Liebau
(1959). These silicate chains extend along c and are stacked with
tetrahedra alternately pointing along reciprocal lattice vectors
+a* and –a* in (100) layers, in a manner analogous to pyroxenes.
As in pyroxenes, juxtaposed tetrahedral chains deÞne M sites in
which metals reside. Rhodonite contains Þve crystallographically
distinct M sites, designated M1 through M5. M1, M2, and M3 are
six-coordinated, M5 is seven-coordinated, and the coordination
number of M4 is examined in detail in this paper.
The ideal chemical formula of rhodonite is often written
MnSiO3. Rhodonite of this composition has been synthesized
(Ito 1972), but has not been reported to occur naturally. A more
realistic ideal formula is the one used by Liebau et al. (1959),
(Mn,Ca)SiO3, but Fe and Mg are common minor substituents. A
Zn-rich variety, occurring at Franklin, New Jersey, was initially
described by Torrey (1822), although he misidentiÞed it as “man* E-mail: dana_griffen@byu.edu
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ganesian feldspar.” It was given the name “fowlerite” in 1825 in
honor of Samuel Fowler (Shepard 1832). With the recognition
that “fowlerite” is a Zn-rich variety of rhodonite (e.g., Camac
1852), its treatment as a distinct mineral species was eventually
discontinued. To date, Franklin, New Jersey, is the only locality from which rhodonite containing substantial Zn has been
reported. The recognized variety “fowlerite” is commonly cited
as containing up to 10 wt% ZnO (e.g., Roberts et al. 1992).
Various workers have studied crystal chemical aspects of
typical rhodonite (i.e., those containing only Fe and Mg as signiÞcant substituents for the major cations Mn and Ca), either
as a primary focus or as related to other pyroxenoids. These
studies include Peacor and Niizeki (1963), Momoi (1964), Ito
(1972), Ohashi and Finger (1975), Viswanathan and Harneit
(1986), Pinckney and Burnham (1988), and Livi and Veblen
(1992). Sapountzis and ChristoÞdes (1982) described a Ca-poor
rhodonite, and Peacor et al. (1978) reÞned the crystal structure
of an Mg-rich rhodonite. Dickson (1975) presented Mössbauer
spectra of rhodonite. Except for brief mention of some effects
of Zn on lattice parameters (Viswanathan and Harneit 1986)
there has been no systematic investigation of Zn-rich rhodonite
(fowlerite) to date. We present here such a study.
To avoid ambiguity and the need for repetitive explanation,
we consistently use the term “rhodonite” hereafter to indicate
the typical Zn-poor pyroxenoid and the term “fowlerite” to refer
to Zn-rich “rhodonite,” although we show that the relationship
between the two is more complex than has heretofore been
recognized.

